TREASURE TRAIL
Type

Traditional

Mystery

Traditional

Cache Name

Coordinates

My Forest

N 49°27.009
W 123°37.187

I Spy

N 49°27.095
W 123°37.265

Fairy House

N 49°27.185
W 123°37.305

Difficulty Terrain

1.5

2.5

2

2

2

2.5

Size

Description

Hint

Regular

The real ‘Treasure’ here is this beautiful place that
surrounds you. You are invited to take a personal
treasure away with you in the form of one of the
cards enclosed in the cache container.

At the feet of a burnt tree
something doesn't quite look
right…

Micro

THE CACHE IS NOT LOCATED AT THE
Look for a piece of tree that
POSTED COORDINATES...but a carefully placed
looks like a snag or a claw optic is. Please do not move this optic. Proceed to
search the top of this for an
the posted coordinates and look to see what you can
optic. Use this to find the
see. The optic can be reached by an adult from the
cache. It will point the way.
trail. Once you find the optic, it will point the way.

Small

The Fairy House may be easy
**PLEASE NOTE: The cache is located about 3-4m
to find, but the log is not so
off of the Nome trail which runs perpendicular to the
easy. Maybe one of the
Health Trail. There is a faint geotrail emerging.
wooden discs hides it?

If you get 'stumped', don't
'bolt'.

In the shadows of the slightly
burned giant.

Traditional

The Cut

N 49°14.474
W 123°06.710

2.5

3

Micro

Once you arrive at Ground Zero, you are looking for
TWO containers! One holds treasures, the other
holds the logbook. Both look the same.**PLEASE
NOTE: The cache is located a little ways off of the
Health Trail, but if you follow the RED and SILVER
flagging tape, it'll take you to Ground Zero.

Traditional

Magic Spell

N 49°27.296
W 123°37.436

2

3

Small

This cache contains instructions to create a magic
potion.

TIPS AND TRICKS
- Go slow! Once you're under 50 meters, let the GPS receiver settle for accuracy.
- Once you're within 15 meters, start searching!
Stay on the trail, unless the description says otherwise.
Expect to spend time searching.
Rehide the cache as you found it.

